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WASHING MACHINE DRIVE MECHANISM 

Andrew H. Gerhardt and Edward J. Frey, Herrin, Ill., 
assignors to Borg-Warner Corporation, (lhicago, Ill., 
a corporation of Illinois 

Application September 14, 1951, Serial No. 246,604 

in Claims. (Cl. 68-23) 

This invention relates, in general, to improvements in 
washing machines and is particularly concerned with a 
drive mechanism especially adapted to washing machines 
for both washing and drying of textile fabrics. 

Otherwise stated, the instant invention is concerned with 
a drive mechanism adapted for advantageous incorpora 
tion in a domestic or household washing machine of the 
character completely disclosed in our co-pending patent 
application, Serial No. 246,601, ?led September 14, 1951, 
and entitled “Washing Machine,” now abandoned, and 
which is designed for eifective operation in the washing, 
rinsing and water extraction of clothing or other articles 
to be cleansed. 
More speci?cally stated, this invention is embodied in 

a drive mechanism incorporated in an automatic clothes 
washing machine of the combination washer and extractor 
type wherein water is centrifugally extracted from the 
clothes in the same tub in which they are washed. 

Automatic washing machines in which the drive mecha 
nism contemplated by this invention may advantageously 
be employed embody the features prevalent in the general 
class wherein an oscillatable agitator is mounted with the 
basket for performing the washing operation upon the 
clothes, and wherein the basket in which the clothes are 
washed may be subsequently caused to' rotate at a rela 
tively high rate (600 to 615 R. P. M.) of speed, about an 
upright axis, for the purpose of extracting the water from 
the clothes. Machines of this type may also be con 
structed and arranged so as to permit performing a rinsing 
operation upon the clothes as part of a series of sequential 
operations, which by way of example, may be as follows: 
?rst ?lling the tub with water, then rinsing the clothes, 
then performing a water extracting operation upon the 
clothes, then performing one or more rinsing operations 
upon the clothes, and ?nally a water extracting operation 
upon the clothes. 
Such machines may be constructed so as to perform the 

separate operations by manually operable controls, or 
wherein the operations are caused to be partially or com 
pletely performed automatically in a cyclic manner. 

It is the primary purpose of such apparatus as that to 
which the present invention pertains to reduce the burden 
someness of laundry or cleaning processes and to obviate 
the necessity of constant attention on the part of the oper 
ator to the apparatus in the course of its operation. The 
machine is entirely automatic to the extent that the opera 
tor is enabled to set the controls therefor to instigate the 
?lling and washing operation, leave the same and return 
at a later period with the clothing or the articles to be 
cleansed, completely washed, rinsed, and the water ex 
tracted from the clothes to leave the same in a semi-dry 
state. 

Accordingly, it is an important object and accomplish 
ment of the invention to provide a drive mechanism for a 
basket and agitator of a machine of the character indi— 
cated, wherein said mechanism is constructed and ar 
ranged as to lend itself to advantageous and convenient 
control by a suitable timing mechanism for performing 
washing operations in a cyclic manner. 
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Although the invention contemplates a completely auto 

matic washing machine, it is another important object 
and accomplishment of the invention to provide a wash 
ing machine of the above character but also lending itself 
to advantageous and convenient manual control for selec 
tively performing the various washing operations as de 
sired by the operator. 
In order to advantageously facilitate the aforemen 

tioned purposes and objects, it is an important feature of 
the invention to provide an improved drive mechanism 
for a machine of the character indicated, adapted to be 
driven by an electric motor, and where rotation of the 
motor in one direction causes oscillation of the agitator, 
and wherein rotation of the motor in the opposite direc 
tion causes rotation of the basket for performing a water 
extracting operation upon the clothes. 
A feature of the invention is the provision of a washing 

machine of the spinner-extraction type which does not 
require bolting down and imparts smooth and quiet oper 
ating characteristics. . 

Difficulties in balancing the baskets of centrifugal ex 
tractors are caused primarily by the load being out of 
balance; that is to say, the center of mass of the rotating 
body does not coincide with the geometric axis of rota 
tion. The machine, therefore, tends to rotate about its 
center of mass, generating a couple and tends to gyrate 
the entire machine about the said center of mass and 
causes the well-known vibration. 

In general, two main methods have heretofore been pro 
posed to overcome this serious problem. One’ method 
is to balance the basket itself in such a way as to over 
come or minimize the effect of the unbalanced load. The 
second method is to accept the unbalanced condition of 
the basket and so construct the machine so as to permit 
the basket to rotate about its center of mass with a mini 
mum of disturbance. ' I 

An example of the ?rst and general method of over 
coming vibration heretofore proposed is the use of a heavy 
basket or heavy balanced rings to provide a ?ywheel effect 
so that any unbalance due to uneven distribution of the 
clothes will be small compared to the mass of the balanced 
?ywheel. Other examples involve movable balance de 
vices including various liquid arrangements wherein the 
liquid shifts under centrifugal force to correct the un 
balance. 
An example of the second method of overcoming un 

balance heretofore employed is the use of a ?exible mount 
ing between the rotating basket and the frame of the 
machine whereby the basket can rotate about its own 
center of mass without disturbing the rest of the ma 
chine. Another example is to permit the entire machine 
to dance or gyrate around the floor, ?exible legs or caster 
cups being provided to limit the amount of dancing or 
gyration. 

In this regard the present invention embodies features 
overcoming the de?ciencies of the aforementioned meth- Y 
ods in overcoming unbalanced conditions and constitutes 
an improvement over both of the general methods above 
mentioned by the provision of a balancing means as 
sociated with the basket of the machine and so arranged _ 
to cooperate with: mechanical means and the drive 
mechanism contemplated by this invention so as to be 
effective to stop and overcome any undue unbalanced con 
ditions. 

Since the present invention relates to washing ma 
chines and like apparatus in general utilizing relatively 
high speed tubs or baskets paraticularly in the water ex: 
traction cycle thereof, there is provided a novel drive 
mechanism especially arranged to cooperate with ameans 
for counterbalancing off centerand unbalance loads which 
product vibration and structural strains which are both 
troublesome and annoying. Moreover, the combination 
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of structural elements of both the driving mechanism and 
counterbalancing means ‘contemplated by this invention 
and arranged for cooperative’ effort therebetween facilitat 
ing advantageous adaptation thereof for relatively high 
speed rotation carrying inixcdlo'ads including ?uids and 
wherein, because of the inher'cntcharacteristics of such 
?uids, the loads are capable of shifting to cause an un~ 
balanced relationship introducing offset inertia stresses 
which introduce the unwanted vibration. , 

Accordingly, one of the main objects, therefore, is to 
provide a washing machine, preferably of the automatic 
cycle type having a high speed ‘rotating tub or basket 
adapted for water extraction during a certain period of 
the cycle, and said washer having incorporated therein a 
drive mechanism having in itself a unique association of 
elements effective to provide an improved drive for both 
the agitation and extractor cycles and yet cooperating 
to particular advantage with mechanical means associated 
with the spinning basket ‘to reduce the vibration in the 
main frame and .cabinet of the machine ‘to a minimum 
under loaded conditions during acceleration, full spinning 
speed, and during deceleration. I v r v 

In this connection, it is an importantjfeature oi the 
invention to provide a means which is capable of counter 
balancing varying otf center loadsup to the capacity of 
the load handled by the tub or basket of any "type of 
spinner regardless of the kind of apparatus used for agita 
tion or whether such apparatus is present or not. _ 
The invention seeks to employ a novel’ disposition of 

the elements of the'drivemechani‘sm contemplated herein 
to cooperate with other mechanical means of the counter 
balancing mechanism thereby adding substantially nothing 
to the total weight of the machine considering the entire 
weight of the unit as a whole in contrast to the addition 
of heavy weights and the like heretofore employed to ac 
complish the same purpose.‘ With the means employed, 
the load on the motor and the unit is less during the 
acceleration of the rotating tub or basket in contrast with 
the use of the heavy balancing ringsemployed in some 
Washers, and also the load upon the braking ‘mechanism 
to slow down and stop the spinning tub or basket is also 
considerably less in that the rotational inertia is not as 
great in the ‘present light-weight construction as it,would 
be in machines using heavy rings or otheradditional shite 
able weights for‘counterbala‘ncing purposes. All‘ this 
tends to reduce the time cycle since the acceleration to 
spinning ‘speed is accomplished in‘lesstim’e and the de~ 
celeration of the rotating mechanism from spinning speed 
to a full stop is also accomplished in less time reducing 
this portion of the time cycle. I . 
Another important feature of the present invention and 

forming a part .of the drive mechanism contemplated 
herein and e?ectivcly cooperating with the hereinbefore 
described 'counterbalancing mechanism is to mount the 
basket structure upon a rotating shaft which is vertically 
disposed in-suitable bearings of resilient types that will 
permit the shaft to wobble vor move through a predeter 
mined orbit. , 

Cooperating with the drive mechanism contemplated 
herein and in addition to the Weight disposition there is 
provided a mechanical means forming a part of the 
counterbalancing device and including a snub mechanism 
which counteracts abrupt changes brought about through 

' unbalanced loads to permit time for the balancing means 
to become thoroughly effective, said snubbing means op 
erating. to absorb energy to act eifectively in counter 
acting any extreme orbital movements of the shaft and tub 
or basket. , . 

Another important object and accomplishment of the 
invention is to provide an automatic washing machine 
which is economical to manufacture, simple to operate, 
substantially free from noise and vibration and yet rugged 
and reliable in use. 
The present invention contemplates improvements in a 

mechanical movement for washing machines and the like 
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4 
by the provision of a drive mechanism “and structure 
adapted to convert continuous driving motion into an 
oscillatory driven movement for agitation purposes. 

In this connection, it is an object and accomplishment 
of this invention to provide a mechanism of the above 
character by which motion is transmitted from a con 
tinuously rotating member vand is converted into oscil 
latory movement at a driven member, to thus oscillate a 
working part of the washing machine vor other like mech 
anisms, together with control means for the oscillated 
parts. 

Another object is to provide for a washing machine of 
the character hereinbefore described, a drive mechanism 
comprising a transmission which does not require the 
use of internal gear segments, gears and racks, shafts 
having special cranks formed thereon, or other com 
plicated and expensive mechanical parts, but which is 
made up of parts simply and cheaply manufactured and 
assembled and adapted to be applied to and used with 
straight shafts to accomplish smooth, quiet and c?icient 
operation to impart an oscillatory movement to an agitaa 
tor or other driven‘member from a motor or other con 
tinuously rotating driving member. 
A still further object and accomplishment ‘of the in~ 

vention is to so construct and mount the parts of the trans 
mission so that -long bearing surfaces are provided for 
all of the working elements, which bearings are set sub 
stantially in line in the direction of application of actuat 
ing forces, thus minimizing‘the possibility of strain or 
breakage of parts through overloading and substantially 
uneven or extensive wear of the parts through use. 

Yet another object is to construct, arrange and mount 
the parts of the improved transmission so that the weight 
of the elements of the transmission can not only he em 

' ployed in conjunction with 'countcrbalancing of the spin 
ner basket but also so that all operated portions and 
bearings of the transmission can be readily and e?icicntly 
housed within a casing to thus be packed in grease or 
operated in oil, further contributing to the long life and 
smooth and quiet operation of the mechanism. 
An ancillary object and accomplishment of the inven 

tion is to provide a ‘new and improved washing machine 
having incorporated therein an improved drive mecha 
nism arranged not only to ‘effectively accomplish effi 
cient power transmission to agitate and to spin the basket 
but also arrange to cooperate with an improved gyration 
suppression control or counterbalancing means, all of 
which are adapted to be economically manufactured and 
which are so designed as to permit the manufacture and 
assembly thereof in accordance with present day large 
scale mass production manufacturing methods of con 
struction and assembly. 
The invention seeks, as a ?nal object and accomplish 

merit, to provide for an automaticwashing machine of 
the character indicated an improved drive arrangement 
adapted for effective cooperation with a counterbalancing 
mechanism and which is particularly characterized by 
a design arrangement to more advantageously and satis 
factorily perform the functions required of it and adapted 
to provide a compact unit which will successfully combine 
the factors of structural simplicity and durability and 
yet be economical to manufacture. 

Additional objects, features and advantages of the 
invention disclosed herein will be apparent to persons 
skilled in the art after the construction and operation are 
understood from the within description. 

It is preferred to accomplish the various objects of this 
invention and to practice the ‘same in substantially the 
manner as hereinafter more fully described, and as more 
particularly pointed out in the appended claims. 

Embodiments‘ of the invention are illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings forming a‘part hereof and where: 
in: 

Fig. 1 is an isometric view of the washing machine 
cabinet; 
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Fig. 2 is an elevational'view of the washing machine 
depicted in Fig. l with parts thereof removed and shown 
in section to more clearly illustrate the construction there 
of, .this view being taken substantially on the plane of 
the line 2‘—2 in Fig. 1; ' 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view of the agitator and transmis 
sion embodying the features of the present invention, this 
view being shown in section to more clearly illustrate the 
internal construction of the parts illustrated and being 
taken substantially on the plane of the line 3--3 in Fig. 5; 

Fig. 4- is a sectional view of the drive mechanism em~ 
bodying the features of the present invention; 

Fig. 5 is a plan view of the transmission contemplated 
by this invention with the top cover housing removed to 
more clearly show the internal disposition of the parts 
thereof; 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary elevational view of a portion of 
the transmission depicted in Fig. 5 but showing the parts 
thereof moved to a different position; 

Fig. 7 is an elevational view of the spring type clutch 
forming a part of the drive mechanism depicted in Fig. 4; 

Fig. 8 is an elevational view of a brake mechanism 
eli'ective to permit under certain conditions relative rota 
tion of the agitator driving mechanism and the driving 
mechanism of the basket depicted in Fig. 2 and being 
taken substantially on the plane of the line 8—-8 in 
Fig. 4; 

Fig. 9 is a top plan view of the drive mechanism and 
gyration suppression means contemplated by this inven 
tion and being taken substantially on the plane of the line 
9—‘) in Fig. 2; . 

Fig. 10 is an enlarged elevational view of the gyration 
shut-off switch otherwise depicted in Figs. 2 and 9, this 
view being taken substantially on the plane of the line 
Iii-1'3 in Fig. 2; and 

Fig. 11 is an elevational view of a portion of the gyra 
tion suppression means and being taken substantially 
on the plane of the line 11-41 in Fig. 9. 
The drawings are understood to be more or less of a 

schematic character for the purpose of illustrating and 
disclosing a typical or preferred form of the improve 
ments contemplated herein and in the drawings like ref 
erence characters identify the same parts in the several 
views. ' 

Attention is invited to the drawings, particularly Figs. 
1, 2, 3 and 4, wherein the entire drive mechanism with 
which the present invention is particularly concerned is 
designated in its entirety by the numeral 15 and shown 
incorporated in a washing machine comprising, in general, 
the component part assemblies respectively indicated in " 
their entirety by the letters A as follows: A cabinet A 
exemplifying the external appearance of the automatic 
washing, rinsing and water extracting machine as shown 
in Fig. 1 and being hereinafter referred to simply as a 
“washing machine”; a basket B of the centrifugal extract 
ing type disposed within the cabinet A; an improved agita 
tor C operatively disposed within the basket B and having 
as a part thereof the housing of the transmission forming 
a part of the drive mechanism 15, said housing being 
carried by the basket for rotation therewith when the 
basket is rotated for centrifugal water extracting opera 
tions and the bulk, mass and weight of which cooperates 
with a gyration suppression control means I which in 
cludes a control switch I; a reversable electric motor G 
to drive said agitator C and said basket B through the 
driving mechanism 15; a supporting structure H; water 
inlet and water drain assemblies respectively indicated as 
at K and L; and a sequential control M as disclosed in 
a co-pending patent application of Joseph M. Gartner, 
Serial Number 262,760, ?led December 21, 1951, and 
entitled “Sequential Control,” and which is adapted to 
regulate the operation of the various elements in proper 
sequence to perform the operations involving ?lling, wash 
ing, rinsing and water extraction. 

Attention is directed to Fig. 1 wherein there is illus 
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trated the cabinet A which 
andcontrol system therefor and which comprises a cover 
20, a front panel 21, side panels respectively indicated at 
22 and 23, and a control panel 24 forming a part of and 
projecting upwardly from the cover 20 as illustrated in 
Figs. 1 and 2. . 

In Figs. 1 and 2, it can be seen that the cover 20 is 
provided with a hinged lid 25 to form a closure member 
for an opening 26 through which clothes or other articles 
to be cleansed may be introduced to the machine. The 
hinged lid 25 is so disposed with respect to the opening 
26 that it will be flush with the surface of the cover 20 
when it is in its closed position. One or more metal 
straps 27 pivotally disposed in the mountings secured to 
the underside of the cover 20 serve to provide a hinged 
mounting for the lid 25 with respect to the cover 20. A 
depression formed in the surface of the hinged lid 25 
provides access to a handgrip 28 disposed at one edge of 
the lid 25 opposite its hinged mounting. 
On the left-hand side of the control panel 24 there is 

disposed a control switch 30 which provides a means for 
manually selectively presenting the operation of an auto 
matic temperature control mixing valve 31 forming a 
part of the water inlet assembly K. This mixing valve 31, 
which will be described in greater detail hereinafter, serves 
to provide for the introduction of cleaning fluids, in this 
case, Water, at a proper temperature to insure proper 
cleansing of the articles to be laundered. 
On the right-hand side of the control panel 24 there is 

disposed a control knob 33 which provides a means for 
manually operating the sequential control M. The length 
of the washing cycle may be predetermined and set within 
certain limits by the manual adjustment of the control 
knob 33 in a manner to be described in detail hereinafter. 

It is notable that both the control switch 30 and the 
control knob 33 are shown as being disposed on the 
panelled surface 24 so that they provide no obstruction 
to the operator in the introduction of the articles to be 
laundered to the machine, or their removal therefrom. 

Particular attention is directed to Fig. 1 wherein there 
is clearly illustrated a recess 35 arranged adjacent the 
back portions of the washing machine cabinet, this recess 
being adaptable for convenient receipt of pipes, Wiring 
cables and the like so that the rear portions 36 of the top 
of the cabinet may be positioned so as to be in engage 
ment with a wall or the like to provide continuity when 
the washer is disposed in a kitchen and/or laundry cabi 
net arrangement and yet provide, by means of the recess 
35, for accommodation of obstruction running horizon~ 
tally along the wall which could be supply pipes and/ or 
electrical conduits and the like. 
A recessed toe plate 37 is provided in the lower front 

portions of the cabinet as shown. This also is to provide 
obvious advantages of utility and giving design considera 
t1ons to uniformity when the washing machine is disposed 
in a kitchen and/or laundry cabinet arrangement. 

Attention is now directed to Fig. 2 wherein there is 
clearly shown the structural support H which comprises 
a base formed of structural angle members as at 40 and 
41 to de?ne a substantially square box-like base having 
disposed in the four corners thereof suitable adjustable 
legs 42 adaptable to provide a levelling means for the 
washer when placed in operative position on‘a ?oor or 
the like, a super structure formed of bent steel elements 
d5 as shown with an encircling cover-like member 46 hav 
mg a relatively large central aperture 4-7 and presenting 
a relatively flat working surface 48 upon which portions 
of the gyration suppression means I are operatively dis 
posed. 

It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the lower portions of the 
cabinet A are secured to and supported by the angle mem 
bers 40 and 41 of the base by virtue of suitable securing 
means as at 49. Thus, it can be seen that the supporting 
structure H is a self-contained unit'and is constructed so 
‘as to place the center of gravity in the lower portions of 

houses the entire mechanism 
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the washing machine which is etfectiveto provide advan 
tag‘eifiii's "stabilization or the washing machine ‘in operation 
thereby to ‘reduce ‘noise and ‘objectionable vibration to 
the‘ininir'rium. 

Disposed within the cabinet A and mounted on the 
supporting structure H, by virtue of a plurality of legs 
as at 8,9 and which are in engagement with and secured 
to ‘portions of ‘the working surface 48, is a water-tight 
outer v‘tub designated in its entirety by the numeral 95 
(Fig. 2). It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the outer tub 95 
comprises a bottom wall 96 and upstanding side walls as 
at 97?téfr'nin'a‘ti'ng‘ in an open top 98 providing an annular 
opening, the periphery of which is disposed within the 
con?nes ‘of the cabinet top 20 and the peripheral edge of 
which is provided with an annular shape seal 99 adapted 
to‘ engage portions of the inside ‘surface of the cover 20 
in order to prevent water from splashing out of the tub 95 
and between the outer ‘surface of the tub 95 and the in 
terior of the cabinet A. ‘I 

Disposed within the tub 95 ‘and arranged for relative 
rotation thereb‘etween and 'spaced from the wall 97 of the 
tub '95,‘ there is provided the combination washing tub 
and water extracting basket B. As will best be seen in 
Fig. 2, the combination washing tub and water extracting 
basket "comprises an imperforate bottom wall 100 having 
an annular oif‘s'et 101 projecting inwardly of the tub and 
terminating in an annular inwardly projecting ?ange 102, 
the periphery of which de?nes a centrally disposed annular 
opening. 

integrally formed with the cover 20 of the cabinet A 
and projecting inwardly thereof substantially coaxially 
with the geometrical axis of rotation of the tub B there is 
provided an annular ?ange 110 adapted to present a rela 
tively smooth surface to de?ne a throat through which the 
fabrics and other materials to be washed may be intro 
duced tothe combination washing tub and water extracting 
basket B without danger of the ?ngers of the operator being 
injured or caught between the adjacent operating parts of 
the washer. 

In order to provide further for the advantageous in 
sertion of the clothes into the combination Washing tub 
and water extracting basket B there is provided an annular 
?ange 111 de?ning an annular opening 112 forming a con 
tinuation of the aforementioned throat for the purpose of 
directing the passage of the clothes or other material to be 
washed into the combination washing tub and water ex 
tracting basket B to perform washing actions thereon. It 
it notable that the annular ?ange .111 is formed so that 
portions thereof will project downwardly within the con 
?nes of the combination tub and basket B to present an 
oblique wall 115 and thereafter terminate in an annular 
?ange 116 which is formed to de?ne a corrugated-like 
shape so as to provide between these corrugated formations 
a series of apertures as at 118 through which ?uid may 
pass. 

Obviously, the ?anged throat element 111 may be suit 
ably supported by any convenient means to the peripheral 
?ange 106 of the combination washing tub and water ‘ex 
traction basket B. Moreover, it can be seen that the 
peripheral ?ange 106 and the corrugated like formations 
on the ‘?ange 116 forming therebetween a series of aper 
tu'res 118 hereinbefore mentioned and through which water 
may pass into the outer tub 95 for retention or removal 
therefrom. , 

In operation, the rotation of the combination washing 
tub and Water extracting basket B at extremely high speeds 
during the extraction operation will cause centrifugal 
forces to move the mass of water outwardly from the geo 
metrical center of rotation and, by virtue of the inclined 
upstanding annular wall 105 of the combination washing 
tub and water extracting basket B, the water will tend to 
?o'w upwardly through the passage de?ned by the oblique 
wall v115 and the adjacent portion of the wall 105, and 
thereafter, through the apertures 118 formed by the corru 
gated=likeformations o'nthe annular ?ange .116, where. 
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upon the water will be‘ discharged into the con?nes of the 
out'e'rjtub 95 for disposal. It is important to understand 
centrifuge action of the basket B will empty the water dis 
posed therein in a matter of a few seconds thus presenting 
a ‘substantial saving of time in the wash cycle and yet per 
forming a better job than prior art models employing time 
consuming pumping operations and the like. 
One of the principal features of the washing machine is 

the provision of novel means associated with and forming 
a part of the combination washing tub and water extracting 
basket B for the purpose of completely emptying out the 
basket during the extracting cycle, thereby to prevent ob 
jectionable and undesirable scum and other foreign matter 
to ‘remain in the basket B ‘during vsubsequent operations in 
the washing cycle. 

In centrifuge type extractors as contemplated by this 
invention it has been found that during the extracting op 
eration the fabrics contained in the basket B, by virtue of 
their mass and bulk, will sometimes entrap water and other 
foreign material in the lower portions of the basket B 
thereby to prevent the desired removal of such entrapped 
water from the basket B which will ‘cause an undesirable 
accumulation of sediment and other foreign matter. In 
this connection, it is notable that it is desirable to have 
this objectionable sediment and foreign matter removed to 
provide a clear rinsing cycle and prevent the sediment 
laden water from being strained through the fabrics being 
washed during any of the water extracting cycles. 

_ In order to advantageously accomplish the removal of 
the entrapped objectionable scum containing ?uid there is 
provided a series of apertures, as at 120, disposed beneath 
the agitation in an annular array adjacent to the offset 101 
of the bottom wall 100 of the basket B. Operatively dis 
posed below the aforementioned series of apertures 120 

'' there is provided an annular cup-shaped structure indi 
cated in its entirety by the numeral ‘125 (Fig. 2) and being 
supported in the position as shown by welding portions 
thereof to a ?ange 126 being secured between the two 
plates forming the housing of the transmission D (see 
Fig. 3). An important feature in this construction is that 
the inner wall of the annular cup-shaped structure 125 has 
as its central axis the central axis of the tub while the outer 
Wall thereof is eccentric‘and with the largest space being 
adjacent the conduit 130. In order to provide a water 

' tight annular chamber disposed below the annular array 
of apertures 120, there is provided a seal 127 carried by the 
cup-like structure 125 and adapted for engagement with 
outer portions of the bottom wall of the basket B. 7 

Thus, it can be seen that the sediment contained water 
and other foreign matter may pass through the apertures 
120 and into the annular cup-like structure 125 and by 
virtue of a centrifuge action similar to that hereinbefore 
described with respect‘ to the emptying of the basket B, 
the sediment contained water will becaused to ?ow from 
the annular cup-shaped structure into the conduit 130 
which extends upwardly adjacent the exterior of the wall 
105 of the. basket 13 and terminates with an open end 131 
and through this conduit 130 and by virture of the centri 
fu'ge action imparted by rotation of the basket B at rela 
tively high speed, the sediment contained water will rise 
in the conduit 130 and be discharged from the open end 
131 thereof and into the con?nes of the outer tub 95 for 
disposal with the other water being caused to be extracted 
from the inner portions of the tub B through apertures 118 

_ formed of the corrugated shaped formations on the ?ange 
116. 
His well known that a relatively heavy mass or weight 

should be provided in the centrifuge operation of the 
basket B. In order to ‘overcome normal unbalance 
conditions in the basket B caused by uneven distribution 
of the fabrics contained therein, it has been found desir 
ableto provide centrifugal forces assisted by mass or 
weight to facilitate the rotation of the basket B coincident, 
as nearly as possible, with the normal geometrical axis 
of rotation. 
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g in order to provide the necessary mass or weight, 
the weighted mass 60 is secured, by any conventional 
manner, to the exterior of the wall 105 of the basket 
B in the upper portions thereof adjacent the annular 
?ange 106 (see Fig. 2). It is notable that this weighted 
mass 60 is of such character as to cooperate with the 
gyration suppression means I, hereinafter described, the 
cooperation of these elements being effective to overcome, 
in normal operations, any unbalanced conditions and 
cause the centrifuge or basket B to assume a position, 
during rotation thereof, coincident with the normal geo~ 
metrical axis of rotation thereby to substantially mini 
mize noise and vibration during operation of the washing 
machine, particularly during the spinning or extraction 
periods. 
The invention contemplates the novel disposition of 

the housing of the transmission D as a part of the lower 
wall 100 of the basket 13 at the ?ange 102 by means of 
the bolts 103. Thus, top plate 146 completes the en 
closure of the opening in the basket B de?ned by the 
inner‘ marginal edge of the ?ange 102. 
The agitator C comprises a central post 140 with 

the lower portions 141 formed to de?ne an inverted fun 
nel shape, said central post and said funnel shape portions 
141 thereof having integrally formed therewith a plurality 
of vanes generally indicated as at 142. Particular at 
tention is directed to the unique shape of these vanes 
which have been found advantageous in providing an 
improved washing action. The ?shtail segment 143 co 
operating in its action with the remainder of the vane to 
promote highly desirable and advantageous agitation at 
the surface of the water, thereby to substantially in 
crease the effects of agitation upon the water and the 
fabrics contained in the basket B. 

In Fig. 3 it can be seen that the agitator C is sup 
ported for its operation by a hollow standard 145, the 
lower portion of which is ?xedly secured to the top cover 
plate 146 of the transmission D, this being accomplished 
by virtue of suitable screws as at 147. A conventional 
seal 148 is disposed between the ?ange 149 of the 
standard 145 and the annular boss 150 of the cover 
plate 146. Disposed within the standard 145 for rela 
tive rotation therebetween is a shaft 151, the standard 
145 in its upper portions being provided with a sleeve 
bearing 152 adapted to support the upper portions of 
the shaft 151, and the cover plate 146 being provided 
with a sleeve bearing 153 adapted to support the lower 
portions of the shaft 151. In Fig. 2 it can be seen that 
the top portions of the shaft 151 are tapered as at 154 
in order to wedgingly engage a hexagonal shaped mem 
ber 155 and is held in this wedged position by a double 
ended stud 156 having threaded formations 157 project 
ing outwardly from the upper portions of the shaft 151 
as shown. Thus, it can be seen that the hexagonal shaped 
member 155 will rotate with the shaft 151 while portions 
of the standard 145 will be stationary. A thrust collar 
158 is provided to prevent relative 1 axial movement of 
the shaft 151. In order to prevent water from passing 
up through the hollow portions of the central post 140 
and into the con?nes of the standard 145, there is dis 
posed suitable seals 160. 
The central post 140, in its upper portions thereof, be 

ing provided with a hexagonal bore 165 corresponding to 
and matching the hexagonal member 155, will ad 
vantageously permit the agitator C to be supported there 
by for rotation in unison therewith. A cap nut 166 
having wings 167 and a central through bore 168 adapted 
to receive portions of the stud 157, is provided to ad 
vantageously hold the agitator in its operative position. 
Thus, it can be seen, that by removing the cap nut 166 
the agitator may be removed from its position on the 
hexagonal shaped member 155, the removal of the agi 
tator being for the purpose of repair or for convenient 
cleaning. 
~It is‘notable that the agitator-C is mounted on the 
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basket B, as hereinbefore described, for the purpose 
of imparting an oscillatory movement to accomplish ad 
vantageous agitation of the water and the fabrics con 
tained in the basket B. 
The cleaning of textiles is effected by a combination 

of the action of the detergent liquid through the pores 
or interstices of the fabrics, ?exure of the fabrics caused 
by agitation and the chemical action of the detergent 
thereon as controlled by the strength and temperature 
of the detergent ?uid. These several actions must be 
properly coordinated and must be limited so that they 
will not damage the fabrics, either by tearing or undue 
wear from violent agitation or by chemical action of the 
detergent thereon. It is further apparent that the treat 
ment necessary to clean fabrics of different kinds and 
the violence of the permissible cleaning action vary sub 
stantially with the type and soil conditions of the fabrics. 
The agitator C of the present invention has been given 

design considerations to provide proper flexure and agi 
tation of the fabrics without danger thereto and to pro 
vide an improved washing action, this improved washing 
action being accomplished by the cooperative efforts of 
the ?shtail-like segment 143 to cause advantageous and 
effective agitation at the surface of the water, and the 
balance of the vanes 142 to cause effective agitation of 
the water adjacent the central and lower portions of the 
basket B. 

Attention is now directed to Figs. 2, 4 and 9 wherein 
there is clearly disclosed the structural support H which 
comprises a base formed of structural angle members 
as at 49 and-41 to de?ne a substantially square box-like 
base having disposed at the four corners thereof suitable 
adjustable legs 42 adaptable to provide a leveling means 
for the washer when placed in operative position on a 
?oor or the like, a super structure formed of bent steel 
elements 45 as shown with an encircling cover-like mem 
ber 46 having a relatively large central aperture 47 and 
presenting a relatively ?at working surface 43 upon 
which portions of the gyration suppression means I 
are operatively disposed. 

It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the lower portions of the 
cabinet A aresecured to and supported by the angle 
members 40 and 41 of the base by virtue of suitable 
securing means as at 49. Thus, it can be seen that the 
supporting structure H is a self-contained unit and is 
constructed so as to place the center of gravity in the 
lower portions of the washing machine which is effective 
to provide advantageous stabilization of the washing ma 
chine in operation thereby to reduce noise and objec 
tionable vibration to the minimum. 

Particular attention is directed to Figs. 2, 4, 9 and 11 
wherein there is illustrated speci?c details of construction 
of the gyration suppression means I forming an important 
feature ofthe present invention and which comprises an 
elongated stationary sleeve 50 (Fig. 4) which also forms 
a part of the driving mechanism E and whose function 
in this connection will be hereinafter described in detail, 
said sleeve ‘50 having ?xedly secured thereto and extend 
ing outwardly therefrom a pair of arms 51 and 52 dis 
posed in crisscross fashion as shown in Fig. 9 and formed 
of plate metal to impart a spring-like action to be here 
inafter described in the operation of the device. In Fig. 
9 it can be seen that the arms 51 and 52. extend in each 
direction from the center of the machine to the relatively 
?at working surface 48 forming a part of the support 
structure H. Since the outer end portions of the arms 
51 and 52 are of ‘similar construction, it is deemed suffi 
cient for all intentions ‘and purposes herein contained to 
describe only one of them. Accordingly, in Fig. 9 the 
outer end portion of the arm 51 comprises friction means 
53 disposed on the underside of the arm and which may 
be formed of material similar to the conventional auto 
motive brake lining, the friction means 53 being adapted 
for frictional sliding engagement with a plate 54 (Figs. 
9 and 11) suitably secured to the working surface 48. " 
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Adjacent theend portions of the arm there is pro 
vided a recess 59 adapted to receive end portions 55 of a 
“tension spring 56, the other end 57 of which is secured 
as shown to the bent steel elements 45 forming a part of 
the supporting structure H. Of course, it can be seen 
in Fig. 11 that a suitable aperture 58 is provided in the 
plate 54 and the working surface 48 in order to accommo 
date the upper end portions of the spring 56 so that these 
portions may be in operative engagement with the arm 
51. It is notable that the aperture 58 should be of a size 
to permit relative movement of the arm 51 with respect 
to the plate 54. A further function of the springs as at 
56 is to provide a means for preventing rotary movement 
of the arms 51 and .52 and yet permit relative transverse 
or off-center movement of the driving mechanism E under 
certain conditions. 

In reviewing Fig. 9 it can be seen that a spring as at 
56 is provided at both end portions of the arms 51. and 
52. These springs have a tendency to centralize the driv 
ing mechanism E and yet provide a resilient control to 
permit off-center movement of the driving mechanism in 
certain unbalanced operations of the tub B and the agi 
tator C, thus insuring virtually complete elimination of 
vibration in the cabinet A. In addition to the function 
and operation of the gyration suppression means I herein 
before described, it is notable ‘that this structure effective 
ly cooperates with the weighted balancing means 64] form 
ing a part of the tub B and which will be described more 
in detail hereinafter, this cooperation between these ele 
ments being effective to provide proper balance to the ' 
system, particularly in spinning operations which aggra 
vate the centrifugal forces emanating from the rapidly 
spinning tub and this aggravation being further empha 
sized by an unbalanced load caused by uneven distribu 
tion of the clothes in the basket.‘ 

Although the cooperative effort of the gyration sup 
pression means i with the weighted balancing means 60 
is effective to overcome unbalanced conditions in the ma 
jority of the ‘operations, there may be such uneven distri 
bution of the clothes in the basket, particularly in the 
case of heavy fabrics such as ‘chenille robes or chenille 
rugs or such fabrics having great mass such as a blanket 
to cause an unbalanced condition of such magnitude that 
cannot be operatively‘overcome by these elements. 

In order to provide safety in such conditions there is 
provided a gyration suppression control switch generally 
indicated by the letter J and shown in detail in Figs. 
2, 9 and 10. The gyration suppression control I com 
prises an electric switch 61 disposed in the main elec— 
trical supply line and effective to cut off the electric sup 
ply to the washing machine, thereby to stop all operations. 
The operation of the switch is advantageously accom» 
plished by the provision of a ‘plate 62 (Fig. 9) secured 
to an end portion of the arm 52 of ‘the gyration suppression 
means I, said plate 62 having an arm 63 adapted for 
engagement with end portions 64 of a latch 65 .(Figs. 
9 and 10) carried for pivotal motion by a bracket 66 
adjustably carried by side portions of the supporting 
frame H by virtue of ‘the adjusting screws as at 67 and 68 
which are adapted to be received respectively in slotted 
apertures 69 and 70 disposed ‘in the bracket 66, said 
latch 65 having a lip 71 adapted for engagement with a 
?ange 72 forming a part of a dog 73 mounted for pivotal 
motion on the support 66, there being a tension spring 
74 operatively disposed ‘between the latch 65 and the dog 
'73, as shown, and effective to urge engagement of the lip 
71 with the flange 72. Secured to ‘the dog 73 is a rod 
77 which projects upwardly in the ‘rear portions of ‘the 
cabinet (Fig. 2) and has disposed on ‘its upper end por 
tion a button 78, said rod being provided with stops 79, 
80 disposed in operative engagement with’the operating 
arm 81 of :the switch 61. 
The device as shown'in Figs. 2, 9 and ‘1G is in its ‘normal 

operating position and ‘the washer will 'operate through 
the predetermined cycles; however, in ‘the event that an 
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extreme unbalanced condition becomes present the arm 
63 of the plate 62 will become engaged with end portions 
64 of the latch 65 thereby to cause the latch 65 to pivot 
which will effect disengagement of the lip 71 from the 
flange 72, and by virtue of the force of the spring 74, 
the dog 73 will pivot causing the rod 77 to move upward 
ly, and by virtue of the stops 79 and 80 which are in en 
gagement with the arm 81 of the switch ‘61, the circuit 
will be opened and stop all operations of the washing 
machine. ‘It is then necessary for the operator to in 
vestigate the unbalanced condition and correct the same. 
This may be accomplished by giving a more even dis 
tribution of the clothes in the tub' B. After this is ac 
complished the operator may reset the mechanism for ‘a 
continuation of the washing operations by merely de 
pressing the button 78 which projects upwardly and out 
wardly from the top portions of the control panel 24 
for convenience in accessibility by the operator. The 
depression of the button 78 is effective to urge downward 
movement of the rod 77 which ‘will close the switch and 
'cause re-engagement of the lip 71 with the ‘?ange 72. 
Of course, it is obvious that the mechanism can only be 
reset after the arm 63 is in such a ‘position so as ‘not to 
engage the end portion 64 of the latch 65. This feature 
facilitates safety in that it is ‘impossible to reset the mech 
anism for continuance of washing operations without ?rst 
giving consideration to rectifying the extreme unbalanced 
condition and/or by manually repositioning the tub B 
so that its axis of ‘rotation will more clearly coincide with 
the normal geometrical axis of ‘rotation. L 

Suf?cefit to say, since the invention 'is not particularly 
concerned with‘ the ‘precise construction of the complete 
automatic washing machine hereinbefore described gen 
erally, and/or its associated parts, they will not be fur 
ther described in detail, and it is deemed sut?cient for all 
intentions and ‘purposes herein contained to show only 
portions thereof adjacent to and cooperating with ‘the 
washing ‘machine drive mechanism 15 ‘with which. the in 
vention is particularly concerned. It is to be ‘understood 
that ‘details of construction ‘of ‘such automatic washing 
machines, and/or 'their'associated parts, may be ‘modi?ed 
to suit particular conditions or 'to satisfy the engineering 
genius of various competitive manufacturers, and we do 
not wish to be ‘limited to the construction ‘of ‘these ele 
ments as set forth except where such construction par 
ticularly concerns the ‘invention contemplated herein. 
Having thus described, by way of example, a possible 

adaptation of the Washing machine drive mechanism ‘15 
and having described vthe general environment surround 
ing the ‘adaptation, the speci?c construction and func 
tion of the ‘parts of said ‘drive ‘mechanism '15 when dis 
posed in an automatic washing machine as hcreinbeforc 
disclosed, will now be described in detail. 

The transmission ‘D 

Particular attention ‘is invited to the transmission 1D 
which is arranged to translate an oscillatory ‘motion to 
the agitator from a constant ‘rotating drive mechanism to 
be hereinafter described in detail, the structural details 
of the transmission 'D being shown ‘to best advantage in 
Figs. 2, 3, 5 and 6. , 

vIn general,1it 'ma-y'be stated'that poweroperated iwash~ 
ing vmachines having ‘an agitator as at C operating with 
an oscillatory movement and ‘in'other machines ‘of this 
character, the rotary movement of the motor ‘or ‘other 
power ‘unit is customarily translated or transmitted into 
oscillatory movement ‘by means of'gears and racks. It 
has been found that ‘when gears and 'racks and 'the ‘like 
are employed‘to impart an oscillatory movement certain 
de?ciencies in the operation characteristics appear to pre 
sent themselves, that‘is‘to say, the gears and racks cause 
considerable noise. In some instances attempts'have been 
made ltoiovercome these de?ciencies andobjections by re 
placing the rack elements with internal gear segments, 
and this has been found helpful in that the noise is me 
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terially reduced; however, inclusion of the internal gear 
segment materially increases the cost of manufacture. 
Moreover, further attempts have been made to ac 

complish oscillatory movement by the employment of 
cranks and links. it has been found that this can be 
done satisfactorily only if a special shaft is employed, 
,because in washing machines and the like, a proper cir 
culation and water action in the washing machine tub 
is accomplished only when the agitator has an oscillatory 
movement greater than 180 degrees, for example, from 
180 degrees to 220 degrees. 

Exhaustive experiments have proven that if the degree 
of oscillation of the agitator is less than the amount above 
indicated, a proper circulation and agitation of the water 
in the machine will not be obtained and consequently an 
incomplete cleansing action results. This de?niency can 
only be overcome by operating the machine for an exces 
sively long period which, in most cases, is not feasible 
particularly when the machines are automatic and con 
trolled by a timer having certain limited range of adjust 
ment to vary the sequential operations found in the wash 
ing cycle. ' 

Giving full attention and signi?cance to the afore 
mentioned de?ciencies and objections, it is one of the pur 
poses of this invention to provide a mechanical movement 
for washing machines and the like that will permit the 
employment of a straight agitator shaft. Moreover, the 
instant transmission will translate and transmit the de 
sired oscillatory movement through cycles greater than 
180 degrees, and will be extremely smooth and quiet in 
operation and yet be inexpensive to manufacture and 
assemble. 

vSince the present invention contemplates the provision 
of an oscillating agitator as at C disposed within a cen 
trifuge basket as at B, each requiring speci?c mechanical 
movements from a single drive source to accomplish their 
respective purposes, it is desirable that means be provided 
for ef?ciently and positively controlling the operation of 
the oscillated agitator or other elements, while not inter 
fering with the continuous operation of the motor G so 
that it may be employed in connection with driving op 
erations for other elements. 

Speci?c attention is invited to Figs. 2 and 3 which show 
that the transmission D is provided with a housing com 
prising the top plate 146 and the bottom shell 170, the top 
plate 146 and the bottom shell 170 being secured together 
at their respective marginal flanges by means of bolts as 
at 171. 
The invention contemplates the novel disposition of the 

housing of'the transmission D as a part of the lower wall 
100 of the basket B at the ?ange 102 by means of the bolts 
103. Thus, top plate 146 completes the enclosure of the 
opening in the basket B de?ned by the inner marginal edge 
of the ?ange 102. 

It is recalled that a necessary weight or mass should 
be given to the centrifuge or basket B in order to provide 
proper centralizing characteristics in its high speed rota 
tion. It is important to understand that the relatively 
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183 of the bottom plate 170 adjacent the shaft 151 has-an 
arcuate rocking link 185 (Figs. 3, 5 and 6) mounted 
thereon, this link 185 being provided at one end with a 
bifurcated bearing 186 and having a rocking arm 187 
extending at its other end on the opposite side of the stub 
shaft 181. A bearing 188 is disposed on the arcuate rock 
ing link 185 intermediate the stub shaft 181 mounting 
and the bifurcated bearing 186. Integrally formed with 
and extending from the oscillatable driven member 180 
there is provided a rocking arm 190 with a bearing 191 
at its end. A curved link 192 is connected for pivotal 
movement at its end in the bearings 186 and 191 by pins 
193 and 194. 

It is notable that in a linkage arrangement constructed 
and mounted in the manner set forth, all of the bearings 
are substantially in the same horizontal plane and are of 
substantially equal length, thus giving a very rigid struc 
ture which will have long life in use. 
.A-drive gear 196 is mounted on a stub shaft 197 and 

forms one member of a speed reduction gear train com 
prising a pinion 199 in engagement with the drive gear 
196 and mounted on the stub shaft 200 which also carries 
a drive gear 201 in engagement with a pinion 202 pinned 
to and mounted on a drive shaft 203 forming part of the 
driving mechanism E to be hereinafter described. 
A pitman rod 205 is connected at one end, eccentri 

cally, as at 206, with the drive gear 196 and at the other 
end thereof, it is journaled in the bearing 188 on the 
rocking arm 185. 

In accordance with the construction contemplated by 
this invention, the rotating drive shaft 203 driving through ' 
the hereinbefore described gear train comprising the 
pinion 202, drive gear 201, pinion 199 and drive gear 196, 

I will impart continuous rotation to the drive gear 196 
to turn the same in one direction. 
The pitman rod 205, through its eccentric mounting on 

the drive gear 196, will cause rocking arm 187 to oscillate 
aboutstub shaft 181 which will impart a similar rocking 

. or oscillatory movement to link 185. The rocking end of 
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heavy mass or bulk of the transmission D when disposed ' 
in the manner taught by this invention will be effective 
to contribute to the weight and bulk necessary in the cen 
trifuge or basket B for it to advantageously perform the 
functions required of it. Thus, it can be seen that the 
housing of the transmission D is ?xedly secured to the 
centrifuge or basket B and because of this will rotate in 
its entirety with the centrifuge or basket B in the extract 
ing operations of the washing cycle. This is an advan 
tageous‘feature of the invention and an important con 
tribution to the art. 

It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the agitator shaft 151 pro 
jects downwardly into the con?nes of the housing of the 
transmission, and the agitator shaft at this projection has 
secured thereto an oscillatable driven member 180 which 
is in axial alignment with the agitator shaft 151. A stub 
shaft 181 mounted in the aperture 182 formed in the‘ boss 
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the link 185 connected by curved link192 with the outer 
end of arm 190 will cause the oscillatable member 180 to 
rock about its axis which is de?ned by the agitator drive 
shaft 151, and the parts will be continuously swung back 
ward and forward between the two extremes of position 
as best illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6, thereby to impart to 
the agitator C the desired oscillatory motion in certain of 
the sequential operations of the washing cycle. 
As will be seen best in Fig. 3, the bottom plate 170 of 

the transmission housing is provided with an annular boss 
210 having a central through bore 211 adapted to provide 
a seat for a bearing 212 in which the upper portions of 
the shaft 203 are advantageously journaled. Adjacent the 
bearing 212 there is provided a suitable seal 213 effective 
to retain lubricant within the housing of the transmission. 
Removably secured to the boss 210 by means of bolts as 
at 215, there is provided a cap 216 having a central bore 
217 adapted to receive for ?xed securement thereto the 
upper portions of a tubular drive shaft 218 which forms 
a part of the driving mechanism E, to be hereinafter de 
scribedin detail, and which is adapted to receive for rela 
tive rotation therebetween, the drive shaft 203. As will 
be hereinafter described in detail, the drive shaft 203 is 
e?ective to drive parts of the transmission thereby to im 
part an oscillatory motion to the agitator C while the 
tubular drive shaft 218, by virtue of its ?xed mounting 
and ‘connection to the housing of the transmission D which 
is ?xedly secured to bottom portions of the centrifuge or 
basket B, "is effective to cause rotation of the entire as 
sembly comprising the transmission D and the centrifuge 
or basket B and including the agitator C, this rotation of 
the aforementioned elements being accomplished during 
the extraction operations of the washing cycle. 

Thus, it is apparent that the transmission not only 
possessesvthe utilitarian features of translating oscillatory 
movement ‘to the agitator from a continuously rotating 
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shaft disposed in axial alignment with the axis of the agita 
tor but also is effective, in its housing ‘and novel ‘disposi 
'tion thereof, to provide necessary ‘weight and bulk to the 
centrifuge thereby to effectively cooperate with the 'gyra 
tion ‘suppression means I and the weighted ‘mass 60 and 
‘assist these elements in performing their function to over 
come unbalanced conditions in the centrifuge or basket B 
caused by uneven distribution ‘of fabrics and/or other 
causes by facilitating movement of ‘the centrifuge during 
‘its high speed rotation so that its axis of rotation will be 
‘more 1nearly coincident with the normal geometric axis of 
rotation. 

The drive mechanism E 

Attention is now directed to the structural details of 
the driving mechanism =E forming ‘an important feature 
of ‘the present invention and ‘which can be ‘seen best in 
Fig. -2 and particularly Fig. 4 which is a continuation of 
Fig. 3 and wherein the driving mechanism is shown in 
section to more clearly illustrate the internal structure 
thereof and to show ‘the relative dispositionof the various 
parts. 

In ‘accordance with the construction of ‘the present in 
vention depicted in Fig. 4., the agitator drive ‘shaft 
203 ‘projects downwardly within (the ‘tubular shaft 218 
to terminate in a stud 225 of lesser diameter than the 
shaft 203 but projecting axially outwardly‘therefro'm. As 
‘was hereinbefore stated, ‘the tubular shaft 218 ‘is ?xedly 
secured {to ‘the cap 216 of the housing of the transmission 
D. The tubular shaft 218 projects downwardly from 
'the‘c'a'p 216 and is journ'aled within the 3bore 1226 of the 
elongated stationary sleeve ‘50, hereiribeforekdescribed and 
forming a part of the gyration suppression‘means 1. 'Thus, 
it can be seen that, by virtue of ‘bearings 227 and 228 
respectively disposed adjacent the upper and lower por 
tions of the elongated stationary sleeve 50, between vthe 
tubular shaft 218 and the sleeve 50, so as'to permit relative 
rotation of the shaft '218 with ‘respect 'to the ‘elongated 
stationary sleeve 50, the tubular shaft ‘2l8mayibe‘rotated 
to cause rotation of the centrifuge while the elongated 
sleevei50 will remainstationary. ’ 

Since the construction and operation of ‘the centrifuge 
B facilitates a relatively fast dumping ‘of the ‘detergent 
?uid in the extracting ‘operations, ‘this ‘extracting and 
‘dumping operation being accomplished in a ‘matterjof a 
few seconds, and because of this, 'it is obvious ‘that ‘the 
pump L would not be of suf?cient‘capacity to dispose "of 
such a quantity of water as rapidly'as it‘is'being dumped; 
therefore, it is necessary for the dumped‘wa'ter ot'accumu 
late in the outer'tube 95 in the area below the centrifuge 
until the pump L can dispose of samein‘its normal pump 
ing operation. Thus, it is apparent ‘that the mechanical 
elements disposed in this area mustof'necessity'b'e ‘of water 
tight construction. 

This is advantageously accomplished'in'thejpresent in 
vention by the‘provision of a seal indicated in its entirety 
by the ‘numeral 230 and comprising two ‘segments 231, 
232 ‘arranged in telescoping association ‘and "provided with 
spring means 233 arranged to urge the ‘telescoping seg 
ments 231 and 232 into operative engagement 'with .ad 
jacenttportions of the cap 216 and the bearing‘227. A 
?exible cover 235, preferably made of rubber or ‘the like, 
is arranged to ‘enclose the joint between‘the telescoping 
segments 231 and 232. Thus, it is ‘apparent that this seal 
is effective to exclude water‘andiother foreign matter from 
access to the bearings 227 and adjacent working surfaces. 
As can be best seen in Fig. 4,'the“bottom wall 96 offthe 

outeritub ‘95 at the central regions thereof is provided 
with ‘a ?anged opening 240, said ?anged opening'being 
arranged tooperativcly carry a bumper {241, ‘preferably 
formed of 'rubber'or the like‘to de?ne a substantially circu 
lar shape having a central through how 242'arranged to 
receive and encircle the elongated stationary sleeve "50 
and the'parts contained therein. It is notable that the'bore 
2'42 is ‘of such a diameter as to‘ permitrelative'transverse 
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movement of the elongated sleeve 50 but must be limited 
in its diameter so as to operate as .a bumper or guide to 
limit the relative transverse movement of the stationary 
sleeve 50 in order to prevent peripheral portions of the 
basket B from engaging or striking the inner walls of the 
outer tub 95 during rotation of the basket B in extracting 
operations. . 

Resiliently carried by upper portions of the elongated 
stationary sleeve 50 and by portions of the ?ange 240 there 
is provided a ?exible encircling rubber boot indicated 
in its entirety by the numeral 250, this boot being elfective 
to prevent water from seeping out of the con?nes of the 
outer tub 95 and through ‘the bore 242 to the ‘lower por 
tions of the washing machine. 
By virtue of the key 255, a brake drum, generally indi 

cated as at 256 and forming a part of the brake assembly 
F to be hereinafter described in detail, is disposed at the 
lower portions of the tubular shaft 218 for rotationin uni 
son therewith. The brake drum 256 is provided with a 
through bore 257 adapted to receive lower end portions 
of the tubular shaft 218 and is further provided with a 
central through bore 258 adapted to receive a sleeve 
bearing 259 through which the lower portions of the agi 
tator drive shaft 203 are elfectively journaled. Thus, it 
can be seen that the brake drum 256 will rotate with ‘the 
tubular shaft 218 while the agitator shaft 203 is arranged 
for relative rotation within the bearing 259 disposed in the 
through bore 258 of the brake drum 256. 
At the lower portions of the agitator drive shaft 203 

and removably connected thereto ‘for rotation in unison 
therewith by virtue of a set screw 265 adapted to engage 
the projecting portion 225 ‘of the shaft 203, there is pro 
vided a clutch hub indicated generally at 266 and having 
a central through bore 267 adapted to receive said project 
ing end portion 225 of the agitator drive shaft 203. The 
peripheral surface 268 of the brake drum 256 and the 
peripheral surface 269 of the clutch hub 266 together de 
?ne a coaxially arranged clutching suface having a one 
way .clutch spring 270 in encircling arrangement there 
with so that if ‘the clutch hub 266 is “rotating in one di 
rection the spring Will‘tend ‘to grip and wrap itself about 
the peripheral surfaces 268 and 269 so as ‘to cause rota 
tion in unison of the clutch hub 266 and the brake drum 
256. 
‘Whenthe clutch hub '266 is rotated in the opposite di 

recti'on the spring 270 is effective to unwrap itself‘from its 
engagement with the peripheral surfaces 268 and 269 
thereby disengaging these two elements whereupon the 
clutch hub 266 will continue its rotation and the brake 
drum 256 will remain stationary. The importance of the 
operation of this clutch will be discussed more in detail 
as the description proceeds. 
‘Disposed between the lower end portions of the brake 

drum 256 and the upper end portions of the clutch hub 266 
thereis an anti-friction thrust bearing generally indicated 
bytthc numeral 271, this bearing also being effective toper 
mit relative rotation between the clutch‘hub 266 ‘and the 
brake drum 256. 

Thus, it is apparent that the main purpose of the spring 
clutch 270 is to permit, from a single drive source, the 
operation of the agitator C independently of the centrifuge 
or .basket‘B and during the operation of the centrifuge or 
basket B, the agitator drive mechanism may be neutralized 
and rotated with the centrifuge. 

In order to prevent water and/ or objectionable foreign 
matter from contact with the parts of the spring .clutch 
70, there is. disposed an encircling boot generally indi 
cated by the numeral 272 and preferably made of rubber 
or the like, the rubber boot 272 being held in its position 
by means. of a ring 273 carried by the periphery of the 
brake drum v256 for sliding engagement therebetween 
in order for the boot 272 to rotate with the clutch ‘hub 
266 in certain operations while the brake drum3256 may 
be stationary, and said boot 272 at its lower. end portions 
being ‘provided with a‘lip, 274 adapted 'to encircle ‘and 
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snugingly engage the outer periphery of the clutch hub 
266. 1 

As can be seen vbest in Fig. 4, a stub drive shaft 285 
is journaled in a sleeve bearing 286 disposed in a through 
aperture 287 of a hub 288, the lower portion of which is 
supported on a plate 289 of a transversely extending 
structural steel support member 290 (Figs. 4 and 9) 
and the upper portion of the hub 288 being supported by 
a bent plate support member 291 also carried by the 
transversely extending structural steel support member 
290. 

It is notable that the stub drive shaft 285 is rotatable 
in the sleeve bearing 286 and that, by virtue of the-hub 
288 being ?xed to the plates 291 and 289, the shaft 285 
‘will rotate on a ?xed vertical axis. Because the shaft 
285 rotates on a ?xed vertical axis, and the structure here 
inbefore described and located above the shaft 285 is ar 
ranged to provide limited transverse or lateral movement, 
it is obvious that some means must be employed in the 
connection between the laterally movable elements and 
the ?xed axis drive shaft 285. 

This is advantageously accomplished in the present in 
vention by the provision of a ?exible coupling indicated 
in its entirely by the numeral 300 and comprising a sleeve 
301 press ?tted to the upper portions of the drive shaft 
285, a rubber bushing 302 mounted on the sleeve 301, and 
a cover 303 encircling the rubber bushing 302 and adapted 
to be received into a counterbo-re 304 in the lower por 
tions of the clutch hub 266. 

In order to prevent axial movement of the shaft 285 
with respect to the hub 288 there is provided an anti 
friction thrust bearing 305 received into a counterbore 
306 in the hub 288. Disposed between the bearing 305 
and the lower annular ?ange 307 of the sleeve 301 there 
is a spacer collar 308 effective to maintain the adjacent 
elements in their proper operating position. To prevent 
foreign matter from entering the bearing 305 and the 
sleeve bearing 286, there is provided a felt washer seal 
310 maintained in its position by an annular metal cap 
311 removably secured to the bent plate support 291 by 
screws as at 312. 

Thus, by virtue of the function and operation of the 
?exible coupling 300, the parts of the washer above the 
clutch hub 266 are effectively driven by the drive shaft 
285 rotating on a ?xed vertical axis and yet permitting 
lateral or transverse movement of the driving elements 
thereabove with the pivot thereof being the central axis of 
the ?exible coupling 300. 

In accordance with the construction of the present 
invention and as will be best seen in Figs. 4 and 5, the 
drive shaft 285 has mounted thereon at the lower portions 
thereof a driven pulley 315 adapted to carry in driving 
relation therewith a V-belt 316 also in driving relation with 
a driving pulley 317 carried by the drive shaft‘318 of the 
reversible motor G. V ‘ 

Having thus described the general operative relation 
ship of the parts of the driving mechanism E,‘ the driving 
path followed in the various operations will now be de 
scribed in detail. , 
As was hereinbefore stated, the motor G is in the re 

versible type and will transmit power in either direction 
of rotation to the drive shaft 285 by means of the V-belt 
316 drive vconnection therebetween. When the drive shaft’ 
285 is rotating in one direction, that is to say, to drive the 
agitator C, power will ?ow through the ?exible coupling 
380 to cause rotation of the clutch hub 266 which, by virtue 
of the set screw 265 is connected to the projecting stud 
end portions 225 of the shaft 203, will cause the shaft 
203 to rotate thereby to transmit power through the 
speed reduction gear train of the transmission D where 
the power is translated into oscillatory motion by virtue 
of the linkage interconnected between the gear train and 
the agitator drive shaft 151, thereby to impart to the agi 
tator the desired oscillatory motion necessary to advan 
tageously cause agitation of the detergent ?uid and the 
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fabrics contained in the basket B. The drive path just 
described is followed during the washing and rinsing opera 
tions. Moreover, it is important to understand, that by 
virtue of the spring clutch arrangement 270 that the 
brake drum 256 will remain stationary during this opera 
tion and direction of rotation of the shaft 285. The sta 
tionary position of the brake hub 256 is maintained by 
virtue of the action of the brake F to be hereinafter de 
scribed in detail. ‘ ' 

: After the washing operation is completed, the extracting 
operations will begin. By operations preformed by the 
sequential control M, current to the motor G will 
be interrupted momentarily and this motor will be stopped 
whereupon the motor reversing mechanism will become 
operative and, thereafter, current is again applied to the‘ 
motor G to cause the drive shaft 318 to rotate in a di 
rection opposite to that hereinbefore described. Thus, 
it is apparent that the drive shaft 285 will now be operating 
in‘the opposite direction and the rotation in this direction 
will be effective to cause operation of the spring type 
clutch mechanism 270 to couple the clutch hub 266 with 
the brake drum 256 for rotation in unison whereupon, by 
virtue ofv the coupling action of the key 255, the tubular 
shaft 218 will rotate. Because of the ?xed connection 
between the upper portions of the tubular shaft 218 and 
the cap 216 forming a part of the housing of the trans— 
mission D, the entire assembly comprising the trans 
mission D and the centrifuge or basket B will rotate, . 
thereby to perform the extracting operation hereinbefore 
described, the rotation of the centrifuge or basket B being 
effective to ‘empty the basket B of the detergent ?uid 
through the apertures 118de?ned by the corrugated-like 
shape of the ?ange 116 disposed adjacent the top pe 
ripheral edge of the centrifuge whereupon the detergent 
?uid is disposed in the lower portions of the outer tub 
95 for accumulation and disposal by means of the opera 
tion of the pump L. ‘ 
Thus it becomes apparent that when the motor is 

rotated in one direction the driving means E is effective 
to drive the agitator and when the motor is rotated in 
the opposite direction the driving means E is effective 
to rotate the centrifuge for water extracting operations. 

The brake mechanism F 

Attention is invited to the structural details of the‘ 
brake mechanism F forming an important feature of 
the present invention and which can be seen best in Fig. 4 
and particularly in Fig. 8 wherein the elements of the 
brake‘mechanismrare shown in elevation to more clearly 
illustrate the construction thereof and to show the rela- 
tive disposition of the various parts. 

In accordance with the construction of the present 
invention, the brake mechanism F comprises the brake 
drum 256 hereinbefore described, an annular brake band 
325 having suitably secured thereto on'the inside surfaces 
thereof conventional frictional brake band material 326 
disposed in frictional engagement with the peripheral 
surface of the brake drum 256, said brake band having 
at one end thereof a lip 327 adapted to become engaged, 
under certain conditions hereinafter to be described in a 
slot 328 disposed in a latch 329 mounted, by virtue-of 
pivot pin 331, for pivotal movement on a bracket 330 
which is ?xedly secured to the elongated stationary sleeve 
50 (Fig. 4), said latch being provided with a spring 332 
having vone end engaged with the latch body 329 and the 
other end thereof being suitably secured to the bracket 
330 as at 333, said spring being effective to urge the 
latch in one direction of pivotal movement, and said 
latch having ?xedly secured thereto an arm 334 of a 
solenoid 335 adapted, under certain conditions, to over 
come the forces of the spring 332 and cause pivotal 
movement of the latch body 329 in the opposite direction 
of pivotal movement. 

: When the motor G is operating in a direction to cause 
‘ the agitator shaft to rotate in the direction indicated by. 
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the ‘arrow 336(Fig. 8) therelative disposition-'of-the 
parts will be as indicated. In this condition,‘ item be. 
seen that the brake. band, 325 is in- operativer‘encircling 
engagement with the brake drum 256 thereby-to prevent' 
the. tubular shaft 218 ,from rotating. This action, by‘ 
virtue of the connection of thettubular ‘shaft 218'to the 
housingof the transmission D, will hold the'basket B1v 
fromrotating thereby effective agitatingt‘operations ‘may 
be accomplished. Since the solenoid is'twnotl energized 
therspring 332 .will be eifective to hold the‘latch 329 'in 
its;latched position as shown. 

After the; agitation ‘cycle has been completed thev se 
quential controlM .will beetfective-to causereversal/of 
the:motor G for thespurposeof performingwaterextract 
ing. operations which is‘ accomplished!’ by- rotating- the» 
basket 513.1 Since. thesolenoid 335 is properlyconnected 
in‘ circuit, the; solenoidzwill become energized toover 
come‘ thezforces. of .the spring.332.-'and.move _the..latch'329~ 
inuthel direction indicated. by: the\arrow.:337: which will’ 
cause idisengagementiof the lip~327 fromither-sloti 328V 
and permit thebrake band‘ to rotate withzthe brake drum‘ 
256.in the;direction indicatedby the >arrow>>338rl Thus‘, 
iticambeseen that, the tubular‘ shaft .218‘1is now 1free- to' 
rotate;to..cause..rotation ofthebasketB; Moreover, it 
should. be‘ understood 'that the: main. purpose of. this 
brake.- is‘ only to; prevent relative rotation of‘? the basket 
Bzineither directionwheneverthe agitatorC is inropcra 
tion; ‘ . 

In; order to prevent relative. axial movement off the 
brake . band's 32511with" respect '- to . the brake : drum: 256;. 
there isprovided. ‘ring collars respectivelyindicatedmt 
340i-and341 and which are carried by the periphery'of‘ 
the‘ brake drum.2S6. As. was hereinbefore.stated,'1 the 
brake band 325 is free to rotatewith‘the brake drum 
256 when theelements of ‘the brakearein their unapplied: 
position .1 and; because of the ring‘. collars. .340‘ and. 341, 
relative axial movement of the brakeband .325:withere-. 
spect ,to;theubrake drum‘ 256 is vprevented. 
When‘ the sequential ‘control cells for: operation of the 

agitator and extracting. operations arexcompleted,‘ the‘ 
solenoid. 335l'will become .deenergized and itheimotor G. 
willzbe conditioned ‘for reverse operation, .whereupon. the. 
forces of the spring 332 will become effective to urge 
the latch 329 toward‘its‘latch'positiou whereupon the 
brake band 325 rotating with the brake drum,256 in the 
direction of the arrow 338, will cause engagementtof the: 
lip_327 with surface 345.(Fig.‘ 8) of the latch 329 which 
will'be effective to guide the lip, 327 ‘horne‘to itspositiorr 
in".the..slot.328 where it will be.maintained=.until ‘the 
solenoid335 ‘is again ‘energized to causethe; latch. to 
move in the direction‘indicated'bythe arrow '337. After 
lip. 327 has been effectively positioned in the slot 328, 
the. brake‘ elements are againintheir applied position’: 
etfective' to‘hold‘the brake drum 256<from relative rota 
tion. in either. direction. 

Summary of operation 

In Figs. 2 ‘and 9' there can be seen to best advantage the 
tub ?llingmechanism K'which forms another ‘important 
feature of the'present invention.v 
The cleansing fluid, in this case, water, is supplied the 

b'asket'B under ordinary cityjmain pressure through‘a‘ 
temperature control mixing valve 31 which'is supported 
on the supporting means ‘H- adjacent the rear portions of. > 
the washer.(see Figs. 2 and .9). It willbe understood that 
the temperature? mixing valve is adapted‘to ‘receive hot 
and cold'water through: intakes 360‘ and 361,‘ respectively,‘ 
and to.automatical1yl control ‘the relative amount ‘of eaclr’ 
so that water of the desired temperature passes‘th'rough. a 
?exible hose 362' (Fig. 9) ‘operatively connected: to'the 
outlet of‘the valve 31 and 'the‘othcnend ‘of which'is con 
nected'to a water discharge pipe 36'5"(Fig‘. 2) disposed‘ 
within the con?nes of the control .panel'24.” Th'e'hot 
and/or mixed'water, as the case" may be,’wi1l be' dis. 
charged fr‘om‘the ‘water discharge pipe 365' and‘into'our 
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novelcleansing fluidv distributingtmeans less than ten‘ 
This can be accomplished by simply pulling. minutes. 

out-the. timer control ‘knob 33 (thereby: to 'permit‘linoar 
movement in either direction of said knob to.any selected‘ 

' position with respectzto the washing.cycleLindiCatOrs dis-a 
posed‘on the panel 24,.whereupon the..control knobt33 is: 
pushed inwardly therebyto .canse.ioperationof the timer: 
and,l thereafter,‘ the washer will‘ theniperform all vopera 
tions of the .washing cycle follbwingthattpoint at which‘ 
the.‘ control knob 33 ‘is set 'by the operator for‘the start 
of the cycle. 
oneto ten minutes.dependingion'where.theoperator sets 
thercontrolknob 33. . The .dryingand rinsing cycles, how 
ever, cannot be shortened'except .byinterruptingthe nor 
mally continuous cycle'ofl operation... This ‘feature has. 
been found. desirable since ‘it‘takesa certain de?nite. 
period of time .to remove allof. the soapor other alkaline: 
solutions employed as a detergent in thecleansingtmediurn 
out of the: clothes, and .for: thereasonzthat. thegordinary 
user of'thc.machineshouldniot, .thereforeibesgiven an 
opportunity to shorten the rinse.cycle.< It has similarly 
been :found to..be. unnecessary. to .provideany. adjustment 
inpthe- drying time. 
The complete operation of the automatic. washing 

machine representingthe illustratedembodiment.of the 
invention and described herein ‘in detail may be brie?y 
summarized as follows: 

Clothes or otherarticles‘to belaundered are inserted 
into the basket B of the automatic.‘ washing machine 
through'the hingedzlid 25“ of the ‘cabinet Aland a small 

_ amount'of soap:or other snitableudetergent'is then sprin 
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kledson'the .top of the clothes or articles to be laundered. 
The water temperature control switch’ 30 is now set for 
the desired. water. temperature at which the clothes or 
other articles‘aretobelaundered. The timer control 
knob1=33 islpulled.outwardlyv and moved ‘in .its'horizontal 
linearw'pathlf. to, the. extreme left-hand position (Fig. l) 
andxwhenrthe control knob 33 is pushed ‘inwardly. it will 
set :the timing: mechanism in. motion to perform the . vari 
ous sequential‘ operations of the washingcycle. 
As was hereinbefore stated, the instant washer has an 

adjustable; ?ll from one to six .minutes, and. since .the 
Water valve 31 is “set to provide 2 ‘and 2/3 gallons of water 
perrminuteregardless of city main pressures, the amount 
oftwaterdisposed 'intothe tub'is .controlledby. time as. 
distinguished from ,conventionalprior art ?oat mecha 
nisms. It has:been found'practicalfor-all intentions 
herein contained to have a ?ll period of’approximately 
four Jninutes under averagc'conditions. Accordingly, if 

, the'timer control knob :33 .is set at 0, the'mechanism will 
becomer'operative to' permiti?lling. ofxthephasket B for a‘ 
period. of; four minutes and ‘as .the. timer. control knob 
passes through'this four minute .cycle, the electrical con 
tacts' (notshown) in the timer'wiil be actuated by. the 
engagement of a suitable linear pro?le toshut oil the 
water supply and simultaneously therewith start the 
washing-phase of ‘the cycle. The motor will be set=in a 
direction ‘of rotation to cause the agitator to oscillate to 
perform its washing function upon theclothes'and/or. 
other articles being laundered. . 
For all practical intents and purposes herein contained 

andzbased upon experience as 'to the length of time desir 
able‘ for the washing‘phase of the cycle; it has been found 
thatta ten minute‘period isniostpractical under average 
conditions. It is notable that if the. timer control knob 
33 .isivset at'the '0 position (Fig. l) and left undisturbed. 
there will be a'four‘minute ?ll period followed ‘by a ten 
minute- wash-period in which the agitator performs its 
oscillating motion.‘ However, it is important to under~ 
standthat, in certain‘instances, it may be desirable to vary 
the»- wash period.’ 'This may‘advantageously be accom 
plished by setting the timer control knob 33 at‘l) (Fig. l ) 
andv permitting this control knob to pass through the 
four minutei?ll‘period, whereupon the knob may be pulled 
outwardly and reset at any point'between numbers 4 and 

Thus, the washing cycle can be varied from. 
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i4 and pushed inwardly whereupon the timer will con 
tinue from that point to complete the washing cycle. The 
apparatus is thereafter adapted to operate without further 
attention, all of the remaining operations taking place 
automatically and proceeding to the completion of the 
last drying operation. 

After the wash period has been completed the electrical 
contacts of the sequential control, by virtue of the linear 
pro?le, will be set to provide a thirty second pause per 
mitting the motor to completely stop and be set for reverse 
operation to accomplish water extraction operations in 
the manner hereinbefore described. When the timer con 
trol knob 33 has passed through this thirty second pause, 
the electrical contacts will be set to cause rotation'of the 
basket B for water extracting operations. In this opera 
tion, the rotation of the combination washing tub and 
water extracting basket B at extremely high speeds during 
the extraction operation will cause centrifugal forces to 
move the mass of water outwardly from the geometrical 
center of rotation and, by virtue of the inclined'upstand 
ing annular wall 105 of the combination washing tub and 
water extracting basket B, the water will tend to ?ow up 
wardly through the passage de?ned by the oblique wall 
115 and the adjacent portion of the wall 105 and there 
after, through the apertures 118 formed by the corrugated 
like formations on the annular ?ange 116, whereupon the 
water will be discharged into the con?nes of ‘the outer 
tub 95 for disposal. It is important to understand that 
this centrifuge action of the basket B will empty the water 
disposed therein in a matter of a few seconds thus pre 
senting a substantial saving of time in the wash cycle and 
yet performing a better job than prior art models employ 
ing time consuming pumping operations and the like. 

In centrifuge type extractors, it has been found that 
during the extracting operation the fabrics contained in 
the basket B, by virtue of their mass and bulk, will some 
times entrap water and other foreign material in the 
lower portions of the basket B thereby to prevent the 
desired removal vof such entrapped water from the basket 
B which will cause an undesirable accumulation of such 
sediment and other foreign matter. In this connection, 
it is notable that it is desirable to have this objectionable 
sediment and foreign matter removed to provide a clear 
rinsing cycle and prevent the sediment laden water from 
beiri’g strained through the fabrics being washed during 
any of the water extracting cycles. 

This is advantageously accomplished in the present in 
vention by the provision of the auxiliary sump adapted to 
facilitate removal of the entrapped objectionable sedi 
ment contained ?uid by passing the same through the ap 
ertures 120 and into the annular cup-like structure 125 
and, by virtue of a centrifuge action similar to that here 
inbefore described with respect to the emptying of the 
basket B, the sediment contained water will be caused 
to ?ow from the annular cup-shaped structure into the 
conduit 130 which extends upwardly adjacent the exterior 
of the wall 155 of the basket B andterminates with an, 
open end 131 and through this conduit 130 and, by vir 
tue of the centrifuge action imparted by rotation of the 
basket B at relatively high speed, the sediment contained 
water will rise in the conduit 130 and be discharged from 
the open end 131 thereof and into the con?nes of the 
outer tub 95 for disposal with the other water being 
caused to be extracted from the inner portions 'of the tub 
B through apertures 118 formed of the corrugated-shaped 
formations'on the ?ange 116. 

Since the construction and operation of the centrifuge 
B facilitates a relatively fast dumping of the detergent 
?uid in the extracting operations, this extracting and 
dumping operation being accomplished in a matter of a 
few seconds, and because of this, it is obvious that the 
pump L would not be of su?icient capacity to dispose of 
such a quantity of water as rapidly as it is being dumped; 
therefore, it is necessary for the dumped water to accumu 
late in the outer tub 95 in the area below the centrifuge 
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until the pump’L can dispose of same in its normal pump-' 
ing operation. It is recalled that the motor will operate 
in two directions of rotation, that is to say, in one direc 
tion when it is desired that the agitator be operated and 
in another direction when it is desired that the extracting 
operations be performed. Thus, by virtue of the pump‘ 
drive arrangement, it can be seen that the pump will op 
erate in both directions of rotation and “at all times when 
the motor G is in operation, 
At this point (beginning of the?rst spin operation) it 

is deemed important‘ to discuss the functional. operation’ 
of the gyration suppression control switch I. Although‘ 
the instant washing machine provides effective means to 
overcome unbalanced conditions or uneven distribution of 
the clothes in the basket, particularly in the case of heavy 
fabrics such as chenille robes or chenille rugs or such 
fabrics having great mass such as a blanket, the invention 
contemplates the provision of an additional safety fea 
ture in such conditions'by the effective operation of the 
gyration suppression control switch I hereinbefore de 
scribed in detail. It is recalled that in such extreme con 
ditions the gyration suppression control switch I will stop 
all operations of ‘the machine and it is then necessary for 
the operator to investigate the unbalance condition and 
correct the same. This may be accomplished by giving 
a more even distribution of the clothes in the tub B.‘ After 
this is done the operator'may reset the mechanism for a 
continuation of the washing operations by merely depress 
ing the button '78 which projects upwardly and outward; 
ly from the top portion of the control panel 24. After 
the mechanism has been reset and the unbalance condi 
tions are overcome the washing machine will continue 
through the remainder of the washing cycle. _ _ 

Attention is again referred to Fig. 1 and it is notable 
that the timer mechanism, for purposes of this descrip 
tion of operation of the washing machine, has now moved 
to the extract spin position and will continue for one 
minute to perform the water extraction spin operation 
as hereinbefore described and after the timer has passed 
through this minute period the electrical contacts Will 
be set in a manner to provide a- thirty second spin rinse 
of warm water. This spin rinse is effective to remove 
extraneous scum and other detergent ?uid remaining in 
the basket B after the ?rst water extraction spin opera 
tion has been completed. 7 

After the timer has passed through the aforementioned 
thirty second spin rinse, the electrical contacts thereof 
will beset to shut off the current supply to the motor 
thereby to stop the spinning of the basket B, but the elec 
trical contacts are now set to permit a three and one-half 
minute ?ll period, in which period the basket is again sup 
plied with warm rinse water. 5 

After ‘the timer has passed through this three and 
one-half minute ?ll period, the electrical contacts thereof, 
will be set so as to cause reverse rotation of the motor , 
thereby to providean agitator drive and since the con 
tacts are set for continuoussupply of water to the basket 
B there is provided a four minute agitated over?ow rinse 
which has been found particularly desirable to advan 
tageously clear the clothes and the basket B of all scum, 
sediment and detergent ?uid. It is obvious that if the 
water supply is continuous as hereinbefore suggested that r 
the water will ?ll the basket B and thereafter over?ow 
through the apertures 118 and into the outer tub 95 for 
disposal by the pump 1 as hereinbefore described. ‘ " 
A one minute agitated rinse period without over?ow is 

provided, this being accomplished by positioning of the 
electrical contacts so as to cause the water to be shut off 
at the mixing valve 31. After the one minute agitated 
rinse without over?ow there is provided a thirty second 
pause in order to permit the motor to be stopped and the 
controls be set for reverse operation of the motor for the 
purpose of water extraction operations to follow. After 
a one minute Water extraction‘ spin operation there is 
provided a one-half minute spin rinse followed by a,‘ 
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six», minutes water , extractionv period,;..n1aking-~ a,-\ total 
washing @cycle of thirty-two iandlone'half minutes; - 

The-instant! drive :mechanism 1for va iwashingsmachine; 
being formed of, simple partstandtreadilyavailable ‘mate-r 
rialsl lends itself to. mass production ‘manufacturing .prin: 
ciples,-',thus atfording as substantialssaving in; the; manu 
'facturing costs; 

Fromithecforegoing: disclosure, it may: be .obseruedrthat'v 
we have provided an improvedrdnivenmechanismnfon a, 
washing. machine‘: whichrr et?cientlyxful?lls ’ the objects 
thereof; as; hereinbefore istated; and; which provides nu 
merousadvantages rwhich'rmay bersummarized as ‘follows: 

1. .Structurally simple;‘e?icient and durable; u 
2. Economical; .to; ,manufacturezand :readiljr adaptable , 

to ‘mass production ;manufacturing;principles;-r.and L 
,3; The provisionzofsatwashing machine preferably of 

the automatic cycle typerhavinga :high speed rrotatingtub 
or rtbasket -.’ adapted r for: waten; extraction‘, during.‘ a certain 
period rof , the cycle, and 'said ‘washer having, incorporated 
therein'a drive. mechanismxhavingrirr itself .a 2 unique asso 
ciation: of elements ' eifective. to. provides an improved 
drive fo'rxb‘othuthe:agitation:andrextractorcycles and yet 
cooperating“. to; particular" advantage, with 'mechanical 
meanswassociated' withuthe spinningbasket totreduce the 
vibration‘ in 1 the , main ,frame and: cabinet ,of the .machine 
to; a minimum .unde'r loaded conditions. during accelera 
tion,» 1 full-,spinningzspeed, and during, deceleration. 
‘While: we -. have illustrated preferred , embodiments , ‘of 

our invention, many modi?cationsmaybe made without 
departingfrom ‘the, spirit of=the invention, and we‘do 
not Wishto be‘limited tothe precise detailsof‘ construc 
tion set forthbut wish to avail‘. ourselves of- all changes 
within the scope of the appended claims. 

we-rclaim: 
1. In‘, a; combined washing andv extractingmachine 

including ,an upwardly ‘open ‘receptacle, an upwardly ,open 
basket-mounted for rotation within the receptacle, and 
an oscillatable; agitator mounted within the basket: 
mechanism for driving, the basket; separate mechanism 
for- driving the agitator; a reversibly driven electric 
motor; means operable responsive to rotation of the 
motor-‘in one direction‘for actuating the agitator driving 
mechanism; means including a spring clutch operable 
responsive to rotation of the motor in the opposite direc 
tion for actuating the basket driving mechanism; brake 
means’ interposed in‘ the basket driving’ mechanism; 
springmeans for'yieldi'ngly maintainingthe brake means 
in operative position; and means rendered operable when 
the motor is driven tin:said opposite direction for disen 
gaging said brake means, 
_2.‘ In a combined. washing and extracting machine 

including an upwardly open receptacle, an upwardly open 
basket mounted for rotation within the receptacle, and 
an oscillatable agitator mounted. within the basket: 
mechanism for driving the basket; separate mechanism 
for driving, the agitator; ,a reversibly driven electric 
motor; means responsive to rotation of the motorin one 
direction for actuatingthe agitator driving mechanism; 
means responsive incident to rotation of the motor in the 
opposite, direction, for actuating, the basket driving 
mechanism; in combination with.brake means interposed 
in the basket ‘driving mechanism; spring means for yield 
ingly maintaining‘the brake'means inoperative position; 
‘and a‘ solenoid ‘ connected, in the motor circuit and 
adapted to‘be'energized'when the motor is driven in one 
of, its two directions for moving said last-mentioned‘ 
brakejrneans to -its"inoperative position. 

3;‘ In; a‘ combined-‘washing and extracting machine 
including an upwardly open‘ receptacle, an upwardly‘ open 
basketj'mountedr'for rotation ‘within the receptacle, and 
an‘oscillatable agitator mounted‘within the basket, the‘ 
combination 1of “mechanism for driving, the basket; ‘sepa 
rate- mechanism-tor driving, the‘ agitator; a reversible 
driven‘- electric~motor;.means operable incident to rota 
tion-ofithe'emotorain .one.direction, for actuating the agi 
tator-‘driving-mechanism; means, operable incident to’ 
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2.4 ‘ 
rotationof the‘motor intheroppositedirection, for actu-. 
ating. the/‘basket: drivingsmechanism; brake means ‘inter 
posed :in'i theabasket *drivingtmechanismiand‘movable into . 
and,’ out? of operativespositionsr o? adjustmenguspringa 
means) -for :yieldingly 1» urging ; said? last-mentioned; brake). 
means to one position of adjustmentyandzvmeans opera 
ablewhentheimotoris driven .inl..one_ofits two directions 
fortmoving said dast-mentioned ,b‘rake means LtO its other} 
position-10f adjustment; 

the ‘type comprising .an ‘upwardlytopen receptacle, abasket 
mounted for rotation inrthe'receptacle, anoscillatable 
agitator mounted: in the, basket; power transmissionx 
means tin-a ,housingosecured to and forming the. bottom, 
:wall 10f: said basket; ,an. upright "driveztube connected .to . 
said,transmissionhousingra shaft disposed within‘ the 
tube and opcratively connectedth'rough the‘transmission, 
means to :the agitator; ‘means ,for actuating saidshaftto. 
drive said agitator; means ‘for actuatingasaid upright driver 

1 tube for driving the basket; brake'means engageable with 
portions of said upright drive tube; spring means‘ for 
yieldingly urging, said'brake' means-,tozone ‘position of 
adjustment; and-means ‘operable; forxmovingtsaid brake 
means torits other position of adjustment. ; 

5; In, a > combination washingsand extracting , machine 
of. the» type; comprisingnam upwardly, open receptacle, 
a basket", mounted ‘for rotation in the- receptacle,_ an, 
oscillatablea agitator vmounted in :the i basket: power trans 
mission means-in a'housing, sccurethto and forming the 
tbottomxwall ofrsaid basket; an, upright drive tube con 
nected‘ toxsaida transmission: housing; a shaft disposed 
withinrthe .tube' and 'operatively connected through the ‘ 
transmission’ means v‘ to the‘agitator; a reversibly driven 
electric motor; means operable incident to‘ rotation‘of 

drivevsaidnagitatom'means operable incident to rotation 
of the; motor in the opposite'direction for‘actuating said 
upright drive tube for driving the basket; brake means 
engageable; with portions: ofxsaid, upright drive tube; 
spring meanslfor yieldingly urgingsaid last-mentioned 
brak'ehmeans to one position of' adjustment; and means 
operable'zwhen the motor isdn'ven inone‘of its two di 
rections for moving said last-mentionedtbrake means to 
its other position of adjustment. 

6.',Ir‘1 a combination washing and extracting machine 
‘of the type comprisingvan upwardly open receptacle, a, 
basket mounted for, rotation in‘ the receptacle, an oscil 
latable agitator mounted in ‘the. basket, power transmis 
sion means‘ in a housing secured to and forming the 
bottom wall‘ of said‘basket, an upright drive tube con 
nected to said transmission housing, a shaft disposed 
within the; tube andoperatively connected through the 
transmission means to the‘. agitator, means for actuating 
said shaft to drive said agitator, and means for actuating 
said upright ‘drive tube for driving, the basket: brake 
means engageable with portions of said upright drive‘ 
tube; spn'ngmeans for yieldingly urging said brake 
means to- one position of adjustment; and means op‘ 
erable for moving said‘brake means to its other position 
of adjustment. 

7. In at‘combination washing and extracting machine 
of the type comprising an upwardly open receptacle, a 
basket mounted for rotation inthe receptacle, an.oscil 
latable agitator mounted‘in ‘the basket, and power trans 
mission’ means in a housing secured to and forming the, 
bottom wallrof said basket: a’ drive: mechanism-for said’ 
power transmission means comprising an upright drive 
tube connected to said transmission housing, a shaft dis~ 
posed within the tube and operatively connected through 
the transmisison-means to the agitator, a reversibly driven 
electric motor, means’ operable incident to rotation of‘ 
the motor in one‘direction for actuating said shaft to 
drive said‘agitator; means operable incident to rotation f 
of-the motor in the opposite direction for actuating said 

1" upright drive tube for driving the basket, brake means 

4:; ,In, azcombination washingand extracting machinaofa 

'lthe, motor-in‘ one direction for actuating said shaft to i 
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engageable with portions of said upright drive tube, 
spring means for yieldingly urging said last-mentioned 
brake means to one position of adjustment, and means 
operable when the motor is driven in one of its two 
directions for moving said last-mentioned brake means 
to its other position of adjustment. 

8. For a combination washing and extracting machine 
of the type comprising a rotatable basket, and agitation 
means mounted in said basket: a drive shaft and a 
driven shaft disposed in axial alignment, said driven 
shaft being connected to said basket, means including 
reversible power means for driving the drive shaft in 
either direction of rotation, and spring clutch means 
surrounding adjacent end portions of each of said shafts 
and operable to couple said drive and driven shafts for 
rotation in unison responsive to one direction of rota 
tion of said drive shaft and operable to uncouple said 
drive and driven shafts responsive to the other direction 
of rotation of said drive shaft. 

9. For a combination washing and extracting machine 
of the type comprising a rotatable basket, and agitation 
means mounted in said basket: a drive shaft and a 
driven shaft disposed in axial alignment, said driven 
shaft being connected to said basket, means including 
reversible power means for driving the drive shaft in 
either direction of rotation, spring clutch means sur 
rounding adjacent end portions of each of said shafts 
and operable to couple said drive and driven shafts for 
rotation in unison responsive to one direction of rotation 
of said drive shaft and operable to uncouple said drive 
and driven shafts responsive to the other direction of 
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rotation of said drive shaft, and means de?ning a brake 
engageable with portions of said driven shaft to restrict 
relative rotation of said driven shaft and including means 
for effecting operation of said brake means only incident 
to the direction of rotation of said drive shaft wherein 
said drive shaft and driven shaft are in respective un 
coupled relationship. 

10. For a combination washing and extracting machine 
of the type comprising an upwardly open receptacle, a 
basket mounted for rotation in said receptacle, and agita 
tion means mounted in said basket: the combination 
with power transmission means comprising gearing mech 
anism in a housing directly secured to said basket, of 
an upright drive tube connected to said housing, a shaft 
disposed Within the tube and operatively connected 
through the gearing mechanism to the agitation means, 
means for actuating said shaft to drive said agitation 
means, and means for actuating said upright drive tube 
for driving the basket, both said actuating means having 
a drive shaft common thereto. 
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